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CLUSTER ALGEBRAS, QUIVER REPRESENTATIONS AND TRIANGULATED CATEGORIES BERNHARD KELLER



Abstract. This is an introduction to some aspects of Fomin-Zelevinsky’s cluster algebras and their links with the representation theory of quivers and with Calabi-Yau triangulated categories. It is based on lectures given by the author at summer schools held in 2006 (Bavaria) and 2008 (Jerusalem). In addition to by now classical material, we present the outline of a proof of the periodicity conjecture for pairs of Dynkin diagrams (details will appear elsewhere) and recent results on the interpretation of mutations as derived equivalences.
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1. Introduction 1.1. Context. Cluster algebras were invented by S. Fomin and A. Zelevinsky [51] in the spring of the year 2000 in a project whose aim it was to develop a combinatorial approach to the results obtained by G. Lusztig concerning total positivity in algebraic groups [105] on the one hand and canonical bases in quantum groups [104] on the other hand (let us stress that canonical bases were discovered independently and simultaneously by M. Kashiwara [85]). Despite great progress during the last few years [53] [17] [56], we are still relatively far from these initial aims. Presently, the best results on the link between cluster algebras and canonical bases are probably those of C. Geiss, B. Leclerc and J. Schr¨ oer [65] [66] [63] [62] [64] but even they cannot construct canonical bases from cluster variables for the moment. Despite these difficulties, the theory of cluster algebras has witnessed spectacular growth thanks notably to the many links that have been discovered with a wide range of subjects including • Poisson geometry [70] [71] . . . , • integrable systems [55] . . . , • higher Teichm¨ uller spaces [44] [45] [46] [47] . . . , • combinatorics and the study of combinatorial polyhedra like the Stasheff associahedra [35] [34] [101] [49] [110] [50] . . . , • commutative and non commutative algebraic geometry, in particular the study of stability conditions in the sense of Bridgeland [22] [24] [21] [25], Calabi-Yau algebras [72] [36], Donaldson-Thomas invariants [124] [97] [98] [100] . . . , Date: July 2008, last modified on January 1, 2009. 1
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• and last not least the representation theory of quivers and finite-dimensional algebras, cf. for example the surveys [9] [115] [117] . We refer to the introductory papers [54] [132] [134] [135] [136] and to the cluster algebras portal [48] for more information on cluster algebras and their links with other parts of mathematics. The link between cluster algebras and quiver representations follows the spirit of categorification: One tries to interpret cluster algebras as combinatorial (perhaps K-theoretic) invariants associated with categories of representations. Thanks to the rich structure of these categories, one can then hope to prove results on cluster algebras which seem beyond the scope of the purely combinatorial methods. It turns out that the link becomes especially beautiful if we use triangulated categories constructed from categories of quiver representations. 1.2. Contents. We start with an informal presentation of Fomin-Zelevinsky’s classification theorem and of the cluster algebras (without coefficients) associated with Dynkin diagrams. Then we successively introduce quiver mutations, the cluster algebra associated with a quiver, and the cluster algebra with coefficients associated with an ‘ice quiver’ (a quiver some of whose vertices are frozen). We illustrate cluster algebras with coefficients on a number of examples appearing as coordinate algebras of homogeneous varieties. Sections 5, 6 and 7 are devoted to the (additive) categorification of cluster algebras. We start by recalling basic notions from the representation theory of quivers. Then we present a fundamental link between indecomposable representations and cluster variables: the Caldero-Chapoton formula. After a brief reminder on derived categories in general, we give the canonical presentation in terms of generators and relations of the derived category of a Dynkin quiver. This yields in particular a presentation for the module category, which we use to sketch Caldero-Chapoton’s proof of their formula. Then we introduce the cluster category and survey its many links to the cluster algebra in the finite case. Most of these links are still valid, mutatis mutandis, in the acyclic case, as we see in section 6. Surprisingly enough, one can go even further and categorify interesting classes of cluster algebras using generalizations of the cluster category, which are still triangulated categories and Calabi-Yau of dimension 2. We present this relatively recent theory in section 7. In section 8, we apply it to sketch a proof of the periodicity conjecture for pairs of Dynkin diagrams (details will appear elsewhere [92]). In the final section 9, we give an interpretation of quiver mutation in terms of derived equivalences. We use this framework to establish links between various ways of lifting the mutation operation from combinatorics to linear or homological algebra: mutation of cluster-tilting objects, spherical collections and decorated representations. Acknowledgments. These notes are based on lectures given at the IRTG-Summerschool 2006 (Schloss Reisensburg, Bavaria) and at the Midrasha Mathematicae 2008 (Hebrew University, Jerusalem). I thank the organizers of these events for their generous invitations and for providing stimulating working conditions. I am grateful to Thorsten Holm, Peter Jørgensen and Raphael Rouquier for their encouragment and for accepting to include these notes in the proceedings of the ‘Workshop on triangulated categories’ they organized at Leeds in 2006. It is a pleasure to thank to Carles Casacuberta, Andr´e Joyal, Joachim Kock, Amnon Neeman and Frank Neumann for an invitation to the Centre de Recerca Matem`atica, Barcelona, where most of this text was written down. I thank Lingyan Guo and Sefi Ladkani for kindly pointing out misprints and inaccuracies. I am indebted to Tom Bridgeland, Bernard Leclerc, David Kazhdan, Tomoki Nakanishi, Rapha¨el Rouquier and Michel Van den Bergh for helpful conversations. 2. An informal introduction to cluster-finite cluster algebras 2.1. The classification theorem. Let us start with a remark on terminology: a cluster is a group of similar things or people positioned or occurring closely together [122], as in the combination ‘star cluster’. In French, ‘star cluster’ is translated as ‘amas d’´etoiles’, whence the term ‘alg`ebre amass´ee’ for cluster algebra. We postpone the precise definition of a cluster algebra to section 3. For the moment, the following description will suffice: A cluster algebra is a commutative Q-algebra endowed with a
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family of distinguished generators (the cluster variables) grouped into overlapping subsets (the clusters) of fixed finite cardinality, which are constructed recursively using mutations. The set of cluster variables in a cluster algebra may be finite or infinite. The first important result of the theory is the classification of those cluster algebras where it is finite: the cluster-finite cluster algebras. This is the Classification Theorem 2.1 (Fomin-Zelevinsky [53]). The cluster-finite cluster algebras are parametrized by the finite root systems (like semisimple complex Lie algebras). It follows that for each Dynkin diagram ∆, there is a canonical cluster algebra A∆ . It turns out that A∆ occurs naturally as a subalgebra of the field of rational functions Q(x1 , . . . , xn ), where n is the number of vertices of ∆. Since A∆ is generated by its cluster variables (like any cluster algebra), it suffices to produce the (finite) list of these variables in order to describe A∆ . Now for the algebras A∆ , the recursive construction via mutations mentioned above simplifies considerably. In fact, it turns out that one can directly construct the cluster variables without first constructing the clusters. This is made possible by 2.2. The knitting algorithm. The general algorithm will become clear from the following three examples. We start with the simplest non trivial Dynkin diagram: ∆ = A2 : ◦



◦ .



We first choose a numbering of its vertices and an orientation of its edges: ~ =A ~2 : 1 ∆



/2 .



~ associated with ∆: We first draw Now we draw the so-called repetition (or Bratteli diagram) Z∆ ~ the product Z × ∆ made up of a countable number of copies of ∆ (drawn slanted upwards); then for each arrow α : i → j of ∆, we add a new family of arrows (n, α∗ ) : (n, j) → (n + 1, i), n ∈ Z (drawn slanted downwards). We refer to section 5.5 for the formal definition. Here is the result for ~ =A ~2: ∆ ... ?◦> ? ◦ ?? ? ◦ ?? ? ◦ >> �? ◦ . . . �� >    � ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ We will now assign a cluster variable to each vertex of the repetition. We start by assigning x1 ~ Next, we construct new variables x0 , x0 , x00 , . . . by and x2 to the vertices of the zeroth copy of ∆. 1 2 1 ‘knitting’ from the left to the right (an analogous procedure can be used to go from the right to the left). x2 ◦ ... ... x0 x00 ? ◦ >> ? 2 ??? ? 2 ??? �? �? >>> > � � > ��    �� x1 ◦ x01 x001 x000 1 To compute x01 , we consider its immediate predecessor x2 , add 1 to it and divide the result by the left translate of x01 , to wit the variable x1 . This yields x01 =



1 + x2 . x1



Similarly, we compute x02 by adding 1 to its predecessor x01 and dividing the result by the left translate x2 : x1 + 1 + x2 1 + x01 = . x02 = x2 x1 x2 Using the same rule for x001 we obtain     1 + x02 x1 x2 + x1 + 1 + x2 1 + x2 1 + x1 x001 = = / = . 0 x1 x1 x2 x1 x2 Here something remarkable has happened: The numerator x1 x2 + x1 + 1 + x2 is actually divisible by 1 + x2 so that the denominator remains a monomial (contrary to what one might expect). We
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continue with



    x2 + 1 + x1 x1 + 1 + x2 1 + x001 = / = x1 , = x02 x2 x1 x2 a result which is perhaps even more surprising. Finally, we get   1 + x002 1 + x1 x000 = = (1 + x )/ = x2 . 1 1 x001 x2 x002



Clearly, from here on, the pattern will repeat. We could have computed ‘towards the left’ and would have found the same repeating pattern. In conclusion, there are the 5 cluster variables x1 , x2 , x01 , x02 and x001 and the cluster algebra AA2 is the Q-subalgebra (not the subfield!) of Q(x1 , x2 ) generated by these 5 variables. Before going on to a more complicated example, let us record the remarkable phenomena we have observed: (1) All denominators of all cluster variables are monomials. In other words, the cluster variables are Laurent polynomials. This Laurent phenomenon holds for all cluster variables in all cluster algebras, as shown by Fomin and Zelevinsky [52]. (2) The computation is periodic and thus only yields finitely many cluster variables. Of course, this was to be expected by the classification theorem above. In fact, the procedure generalizes easily from Dynkin diagrams to arbitrary trees, and then periodicity characterizes Dynkin diagrams among trees. (3) Numerology: We have obtained 5 cluster variables. Now we have 5 = 2 + 3 and this decomposition does correspond to a natural partition of the set of cluster variables into the two initial cluster variables x1 and x2 and the three non initial ones x01 , x02 and x001 . The latter are in natural bijection with the positive roots α1 , α1 + α2 and α2 of the root system of type A2 with simple roots α1 and α2 . To see this, it suffices to look at the denominators of the three variables: The denominator xd11 xd22 corresponds to the root d1 α1 + d2 α2 . It was proved by Fomin-Zelevinsky [53] that this generalizes to arbitrary Dynkin diagrams. In particular, the number of cluster variables in the cluster algebra A∆ always equals the sum of the rank and the number of positive roots of ∆. Let us now consider the example A3 : We choose the following linear orientation: /3. /2 1 The associated repetition looks as follows: ◦? ? x3 >> ?? > ? x2 x0 ? 2 ~? ??? � ~  �� ~~ x1 x01



x03



x1 x0 ? 3 ??? �? >>> � >  � x x002 x0 2 ? ?? @@@ ? 2 ? @@@ � ~ � ? � ? ~~  ��  � x3 x001 x000 1



? ���



The computation of x01 is as before:



>>> 



1 + x2 . x1 However, to compute x02 , we have to modify the rule, since x02 has two immediate predecessors with associated variables x01 and x3 . In the formula, we simply take the product over all immediate predecessors: 1 + x01 x3 x1 + x3 + x2 x3 x02 = = . x2 x2 x3 Similarly, for the following variables x03 , x001 , . . . . We obtain the periodic pattern shown in the diagram above. In total, we find 9 = 3 + 6 cluster variables, namely 1 + x2 x1 + x3 + x2 x3 x1 + x1 x2 + x3 + x2 x3 x1 , x2 , x3 , , , , x1 x1 x2 x1 x2 x3 x1 + x3 x1 + x1 x2 + x3 1 + x2 , , . x2 x2 x3 x3 x01 =
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The cluster algebra AA3 is the subalgebra of the field Q(x1 , x2 , x3 ) generated by these variables. Again we observe that all denominators are monomials. Notice also that 9 = 3 + 6 and that 3 is the rank of the root system associated with A3 and 6 its number of positive roots. Moreover, if we look at the denominators of the non initial cluster variables (those other than x1 , x2 , x3 ), we see a natural bijection with the positive roots α1 , α1 + α2 , α1 + α2 + α3 , α2 , α2 + α3 , α3 of the root system of A3 , where α1 , α2 , α3 denote the three simple roots. Finally, let us consider the non simply laced Dynkin diagram ∆ = G2 : ◦



(3,1)



◦.



The associated Cartan matrix is 



 2 −3 −1 2 and the associated root system of rank 2 looks as follows: 3α1 +O 2α2 α2 gOO α +α 2α1D + α2 3α 7 1 + α2 OOO 1 Z44 2 



ooo 44 OOO 



o o 



o OOO 4 OOO44 



ooooo o O 



/ α1 −α1 o 4Oo ooo



4O4 OOOO o o 44 OOO oo 



OOO 44 ooo 



o OO' o o 4 



o w oo 



 −α2  We choose an orientation of the valued edge of G2 to obtain the following valued oriented graph: ~ : 1 ∆



(3,1)



/2.



Now the repetition also becomes a valued oriented graph



3,1



x1



~~~



? x266 ~~~ 6



66 



1,3



3,1



x01







@ 



x02



99



? 99 



1,3



3,1



x001



x002



99 3,1 99   x000 1



1,3



x000 @ 2 66  



666 ~3,1  ~~ x1



1,3



? x2 ~~~



The mutation rule is a variation on the one we are already familiar with: In the recursion formula, each predecessor p of a cluster variable x has to be raised to the power indicated by the valuation ‘closest’ to p. Thus, we have for example x01 =



1 + x02 ... 1 + x2 1 + (x01 )3 1 + x31 + 3x2 + 3x22 + x32 0 , x = = 2 , x02 = = 1 x1 x2 x31 x2 x01 x1 x2



,



where we can read off the denominators from the decompositions of the positive roots as linear combinations of simple roots given above. We find 8 = 2 + 6 cluster variables, which together generate the cluster algebra AG2 as a subalgebra of Q(x1 , x2 ). 3. Symmetric cluster algebras without coefficients In this section, we will construct the cluster algebra associated with an antisymmetric matrix with integer coefficients. Instead of using matrices, we will use quivers (without loops or 2-cycles), since they are easy to visualize and well-suited to our later purposes.
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3.1. Quivers. Let us recall that a quiver Q is an oriented graph. Thus, it is a quadruple given by a set Q0 (the set of vertices), a set Q1 (the set of arrows) and two maps s : Q1 → Q0 and t : Q1 → Q0 which take an arrow to its source respectively its target. Our quivers are ‘abstract graphs’ but in practice we draw them as in this example: $ // α Q: 3 ^> 5 /6 >> µ λ >> >> β / /2o 1 4. ν



γ



A loop in a quiver Q is an arrow α whose source coincides with its target; a 2-cycle is a pair of distinct arrows β 6= γ such that the source of β equals the target of γ and vice versa. It is clear how to define 3-cycles, connected components . . . . A quiver is finite if both, its set of vertices and its set of arrows, are finite. 3.2. Seeds and mutations. Fix an integer n ≥ 1. A seed is a pair (R, u), where a) R is a finite quiver without loops or 2-cycles with vertex set {1, . . . , n}; b) u is a free generating set {u1 , . . . , un } of the field Q(x1 , . . . , xn ) of fractions of the polynomial ring Q[x1 , . . . , xn ] in n indeterminates. Notice that in the quiver R of a seed, all arrows between any two given vertices point in the same direction (since R does not have 2-cycles). Let (R, u) be a seed and k a vertex of R. The mutation µk (R, u) of (R, u) at k is the seed (R0 , u0 ), where a) R0 is obtained from R as follows: 1) reverse all arrows incident with k; 2) for all vertices i 6= j distinct from k, modify the number of arrows between i and j as follows: R R0 i: :: s  i ]: :: s



r



k r



k



/j A  t /j    t



/j    t



r+st



i ]: :: s



k



/j A  t



r−st



i: :: s 



k



where r, s, t are non negative integers, an arrow i



l



/ j with l ≥ 0 means that l arrows



go from i to j and an arrow i / j with l ≤ 0 means that −l arrows go from j to i. 0 b) u is obtained from u by replacing the element uk with   Y Y 1  (3.2.1) u0k = ui + uj  . uk l



arrows i → k



arrows k → j



In the exchange relation (3.2.1), if there are no arrows from i with target k, the product is taken over the empty set and equals 1. It is not hard to see that µk (R, u) is indeed a seed and that µk is an involution: we have µk (µk (R, u)) = (R, u). Notice that the expression given in (3.2.1) for u0k is subtraction-free. To a quiver R without loops or 2-cycles with vertex set {1, . . . , n} there corresponds the n × n antisymmetric integer matrix B whose entry bij is the number of arrows i → j minus the number of arrows j → i in R (notice that at least one of these numbers is zero since R does not have 2-cycles). Clearly, this correspondence yields a bijection. Under this bijection, the matrix B 0 corresponding to the mutation µk (R) has the entries  −bij if i = k or j = k; b0ij = bij + sgn(bik )[bik bkj ]+ else,
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where [x]+ = max(x, 0). This is matrix mutation as it was defined by Fomin-Zelevinsky in their seminal paper [51], cf. also [56]. 3.3. Examples of seed and quiver mutations. Let R be the cyclic quiver (3.3.1)



E12 222 22 22  o 2 3



and u = {x1 , x2 , x3 }. If we mutate at k = 1, we obtain the quiver



2



1 Y333 33 33 33 



3



u01



and the set of fractions given by = (x2 + x3 )/x1 , u02 = u2 = x2 and u03 = u3 = x3 . Now, if we mutate again at 1, we obtain the original seed. This is a general fact: Mutation at k is an involution. If, on the other hand, we mutate (R0 , u0 ) at 2, we obtain the quiver



2



E 1 X1 111 11 1 



3



2 +x3 and the set u00 given by u001 = u01 = (x2 + x3 )/x1 , u02 = x1 +x and u003 = u03 = x3 . x1 x2 An important special case of quiver mutation is the mutation at a source (a vertex without incoming arrows) or a sink (a vertex without outgoing arrows). In this case, the mutation only reverses the arrows incident with the mutating vertex. It is easy to see that all orientations of a tree are mutation equivalent and that only sink and source mutations are needed to pass from one orientation to any other. Let us consider the following, more complicated quiver glued together from four 3-cycles:



(3.3.2)



1 F 222  o E 2 : A 3 33  ggg 5 kWWWW3 4 sg 6.



If we successively perform mutations at the vertices 5, 3, 1 and 6, we obtain the sequence of quivers (we use [88])



4



1 F 22 2 2 ]; 3  3 WW g o ggg 5 WW+



6



4



1 E X11 1 2 ]; B 3   3 WWWW+ g 5 g g g o



2 6



1 O 22  2



3



ggg3 5 WWWW+ 4 og 6



2



1 O 22  2



3



5 kWWWW 4 __________/ 6.



Notice that the last quiver no longer has any oriented cycles and is in fact an orientation of the Dynkin diagram of type D6 . The sequence of new fractions appearing in these steps is x3 x4 + x1 x5 + x2 x6 x3 x4 + x2 x6 , u03 = , u05 = x5 x3 x5 x2 x3 x4 + x23 x4 + x1 x2 x5 + x22 x6 + x2 x3 x6 x3 x4 + x4 x5 + x2 x6 u01 = , u06 = . x1 x3 x5 x5 x6 It is remarkable that all the denominators appearing here are monomials and that all the coefficients in the numerators are positive.
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Finally, let us consider the quiver (3.3.3)



E12  222    o F 2 33 F 3 22 33 22   o o F 4 22 E 5 22 F 6 22 22  22 22     7o 8o 9o 10.



One can show [93] that it is impossible to transform it into a quiver without oriented cycles by a finite sequence of mutations. However, its mutation class (the set of all quivers obtained from it by iterated mutations) contains many quivers with just one oriented cycle, for example 10 \\\- 5 !!



 ! 1 7 m\\\ 6 Z55  8 RRR( lll5 4 X1 11 9! !! 3  2



46 6 } 5 jUUU 3 ~} Q$$ 6 $ x x |x 7$ 2 xx< $$  10 > EE" 8 UUU* || 1 9



5/ //  8 7 q qq :: 7 ooo 6 \99 10 NN 9 & xrr 4#  8* ## **    1 3 2.



In fact, in this example, the mutation class is finite and it can be completely computed using, for example, [88]: It consists of 5739 quivers up to isomorphism. The above quivers are members of the mutation class containing relatively few arrows. The initial quiver is the unique member of its mutation class with the largest number of arrows. Here are some other quivers in the mutation class with a relatively large number of arrows: ◦ ◦ n]]]] ◦ ◦ jVV E 11 |> && VV? ◦' B --C --|    | &   --  11 ◦& iTTTT & ~~~ ''' ◦- m\\\ ◦ m[[[   Y l Y Y ◦ Y Y ◦ p````` ◦ && ◦ kWW  -- C ,, C ◦. G & {{= ''' WW? ◦( H 777    ,  .. { 7  ◦ mZZZ ◦ n]]]]  m[[ ◦ jUUUU ' ~~~ ((( qbbbb  ◦ .. C ◦-- [ C ◦ ◦ kWWWW  H 6 ◦H 7 .  -  ◦ Z4 77  666    7  ◦ m\\\ ◦   444    qcccc ◦ ◦ qbbbb ◦ ◦ aaaa0 ◦ Only 84 among the 5739 quivers in the mutation class contain double arrows (and none contain arrows of multiplicity ≥ 3). Here is a typical example 61P mmmm PPP' ``````0 4 3I 6 ww I R% J ww  %%%    w2  % 8 X1  {ww aaaaaa0 2 11 10 aQQaQa  Q( 7 @5   9 The classification of the quivers with a finite mutation class is still open. Many examples are given in [50] and [39]. The quivers (3.3.1), (3.3.2) and (3.3.3) are part of a family which appears in the study of the cluster algebra structure on the coordinate algebra of the subgroup of upper unitriangular matrices (1,1) in SL(n, C), cf. section 4.6. The quiver (3.3.3) is associated with the elliptic root system E8 in the notations of Saito [119], cf. Remark 19.4 in [65]. The study of coordinate algebras on varieties associated with reductive algebraic groups (in particular, double Bruhat cells) has provided a major impetus for the development of cluster algebras, cf. [17].
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3.4. Definition of cluster algebras. Let Q be a finite quiver without loops or 2-cycles with vertex set {1, . . . , n}. Consider the initial seed (Q, x) consisting of Q and the set x formed by the variables x1 , . . . , xn . Following [51] we define • the clusters with respect to Q to be the sets u appearing in seeds (R, u) obtained from (Q, x) by iterated mutation, • the cluster variables for Q to be the elements of all clusters, • the cluster algebra AQ to be the Q-subalgebra of the field Q(x1 , . . . , xn ) generated by all the cluster variables. Thus, the cluster algebra consists of all Q-linear combinations of monomials in the cluster variables. It is useful to define yet another combinatorial object associated with this recursive construction: The exchange graph associated with Q is the graph whose vertices are the seeds modulo simultaneous renumbering of the vertices and the associated cluster variables and whose edges correspond to mutations. A remarkable theorem due to Gekhtman-Shapiro-Vainshtein states that each cluster u occurs in a unique seed (R, u), cf. [69]. Notice that the knitting algorithm only produced the cluster variables whereas this definition yields additional structure: the clusters. 3.5. The example A2 . Here the computation of the exchange graph is essentially equivalent to performing the knitting algorithm. If we denote the cluster variables by x1 , x2 , x01 , x02 and x001 as in section 2.2, then the exchange graph is the pentagon jj jjjj j j j jj jjjj



(x01 ← x2 )



(x1 → x2 ) II II II II I (x001 → x1 )



TTTT TTTT TTTT TTT



(x01 → x02 ) uu uu u uu uu 00 0 (x1 ← x1 )



where we have written x1 → x2 for the seed (1 → 2, {x1 , x2 }). Notice that it is not possible to find a consistent labeling of the edges by 1’s and 2’s. The reason for this is that the vertices of the exchange graph are not the seeds but the seeds up to renumbering of vertices and variables. Here the clusters are precisely the pairs of consecutive variables in the cyclic ordering of x1 , . . . , x001 . 3.6. The example A3 . Let us consider the quiver /2 Q: 1



/3



obtained by endowing the Dynkin diagram A3 with a linear orientation. By applying the recursive construction to the initial seed (Q, x) one finds exactly fourteen seeds (modulo simultaneous renumbering of vertices and cluster variables). These are the vertices of the exchange graph, which is isomorphic to the third Stasheff associahedron [123] [35]: ()*+P /.-, qq 2$$ PPPPP q q PPP q $$ PPP qqq q PP q $ q $$ ◦* ◦, $$ ,  *  ,,  *** $$  * ◦ ◦ -- ◦ M ()*+ /.-, ◦ 1 ? 1  -- MMM MM ��� ?? uuuuu 11   ()*+ /.-, ◦: ◦? 3 ◦ ?? �� :: t t � :: tt ◦ tt :: t t ::  tt ::  ttt :  ttt t ◦
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The vertex labeled 1 corresponds to (Q, x), the vertex 2 to µ2 (Q, x), which is given by 1o



&



2o



3 , {x1 ,



x1 + x3 , x3 } , x2



and the vertex 3 to µ1 (Q, x), which is given by 1o



/ 3 , { 1 + x3 , x2 , x3 }. x1



2



As expected (section 2.2), we find a total of 3 + 6 = 9 cluster variables, which correspond bijectively to the faces of the exchange graph. The clusters x1 , x2 , x3 and x01 , x2 , x3 also appear naturally as slices of the repetition, where by a slice, we mean a full connected subquiver containing a representative of each orbit under the horizontal translation (a subquiver is full if, with any two vertices, it contains all the arrows between them). ◦? ? x3 >> ?? > ? x x02 2 ? ?? ? ~ � ~ ? �� ~~ x1 x01



x03



x03 ? x1 >> ??? ? � > >  �� x2 ? x002 x02 ? @@@ ? @@@ ? ? � ~ � ? ? ~~  ��  �� x3 x001 x000 1



? ���



>>> 



In fact, as it is easy to check, each slice yields a cluster. However, some clusters do not come from slices, for example the cluster x1 , x3 , x001 associated with the seed µ2 (Q, x). 3.7. Cluster algebras with finitely many cluster variables. The phenomena observed in the above examples are explained by the following key theorem: Theorem 3.1 (Fomin-Zelevinsky [53]). Let Q be a finite connected quiver without loops or 2-cycles with vertex set {1, . . . , n}. Let AQ be the associated cluster algebra. a) All cluster variables are Laurent polynomials, i.e. their denominators are monomials. b) The number of cluster variables is finite iff Q is mutation equivalent to an orientation of a simply laced Dynkin diagram ∆. In this case, ∆ is unique and the non initial cluster variables are in bijection with the positive roots P of ∆; namely, if we denote the simple roots by α1 , . . . , αn , then for each positive root di αi , there is a unique non initial cluster Q variable whose denominator is xdi i . c) The knitting algorithm yields all cluster variables iff the quiver Q has two vertices or is an orientation of a simply laced Dynkin diagram ∆. The theorem can be extended to the non simply laced case if we work with valued quivers as in the example of G2 in section 2.2. It is not hard to check that the knitting algorithm yields exactly the cluster variables obtained by iterated mutations at sinks and sources. Remarkably, in the Dynkin case, all cluster variables can be obtained in this way. The construction of the cluster algebra shows that if the quiver Q is mutation-equivalent to Q0 , then we have an isomorphism ∼ AQ0 → AQ preserving clusters and cluster variables. Thus, to prove that the condition in b) is sufficient, it suffices to show that AQ is cluster-finite if the underlying graph of Q is a Dynkin diagram. No normal form for mutation-equivalence is known in general and it is unkown how to decide whether two given quivers are mutation-equivalent. However, for certain restricted classes, the answer to this problem is known: Trivially, two quivers with two vertices are mutation-equivalent iff they are isomorphic. But it is already a non-trivial problem to decide when a quiver r /2, 1 ^= ==  t s 3
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where r, s and t are non negative integers, is mutation-equivalent to a quiver without a 3-cycle: As shown in [15], this is the case iff the ‘Markoff inequality’ r2 + s2 + t2 − rst > 4 holds or one among r, s and t is < 2. For a general quiver Q, a criterion for AQ to be cluster-finite in terms of quadratic forms was given in [14]. In practice, the quickest way to decide whether a concretely given quiver is clusterfinite and to determine its cluster-type is to compute its mutation-class using [88]. For example, the reader can easily check that for 3 ≤ n ≤ 8, the following quiver glued together from n − 2 triangles o o ... o n−1 @3 @5 ~>   x; ~ x   ~ x ~   ~ xx   ~~ xx x    ~~    . . .xo n 2o 4o 6o 1o



is cluster-finite of respective cluster-type A3 , D4 , D5 , E6 , E7 and E8 and that it is not cluster-finite if n > 8. 4. Cluster algebras with coefficients In their combinatorial properties, cluster algebras with coefficients are very similar to those without coefficients which we have considered up to now. The great virtue of cluster algebras with coefficients is that they proliferate in nature as algebras of coordinates on homogeneous varieties. We will define cluster algebras with coefficients and illustrate their ubiquity on several examples. e with vertex 4.1. Definition. Let 1 ≤ n ≤ m be integers. An ice quiver of type (n, m) is a quiver Q set {1, . . . , m} = {1, . . . , n} ∪ {n + 1, . . . , m} such that there are no arrows between any vertices i, j which are strictly greater than n. The e is the full subquiver Q of Q e whose vertex set is {1, . . . , n} (a subquiver is full principal part of Q if, with any two vertices, it contains all the arrows between them). The vertices n + 1, . . . , m are often called frozen vertices. The cluster algebra AQe ⊂ Q(x1 , . . . , xm ) is defined as before but - only mutations with respect to vertices in the principal part are allowed and no arrows are drawn between the vertices > n, - in a cluster u = {u1 , . . . , un , xn+1 , . . . , xm } only u1 , . . . , un are called cluster variables; the elements xn+1 , . . . , xm are called coefficients; to make things clear, the set u is often called an extended cluster; e is that of Q if it is defined. - the cluster type of Q Often, one also considers localizations of AQe obtained by inverting certain coefficients. Notice that e corresponds to that of the integer m × n-matrix B e whose top n × n-submatrix B is the datum of Q antisymmetric and whose entry bij equals the number of arrows i → j or the opposite of the number e One can also consider valued ice of arrows j → i. The matrix B is called the principal part of B. quivers, which will correspond to m × n-matrices whose principal part is antisymmetrizable. 4.2. Example: SL(2, C). Let us consider the algebra of regular functions on the algebraic group SL(2, C), i.e. the algebra C[a, b, c, d]/(ad − bc − 1).
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We claim that this algebra has a cluster algebra structure, namely that it is isomorphic to the complexification of the cluster algebra with coefficients associated with the following ice quiver 1> >> >> >>  2



3



where we have framed the frozen vertices. Indeed, here the principal part Q only consists of the vertex 1 and we can only perform one mutation, whose associated exchange relation reads x1 x01 = 1 + x2 x3 or x1 x01 − x2 x3 = 1. We obtain an isomorphism as required by sending x1 to a, x01 to d, x2 to b and x3 to c. We describe this situation by saying that the quiver a> >> >> >> > �



c



b



whose vertices are labeled by the images of the corresponding variables, is an initial seed for a cluster structure on the algebra A. Notice that this cluster structure is not unique. 4.3. Example: Planes in affine space. As a second example, let us consider the algebra A of polynomial functions on the cone over the Grassmannian of planes in Cn+3 . This algebra is the C-algebra generated by the Pl¨ ucker coordinates xij , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n + 3, subject to the Pl¨ ucker relations: for each quadruple of integers i < j < k < l, we have xik xjl = xij xkl + xjk xil . n+3



Each plane P in C gives rise to a straight line in this cone, namely the one generated by the 2 × 2-minors xij of any (n + 3) × 2-matrix whose columns generate P . Notice that the monomials in the Pl¨ ucker relation are naturally associated with the sides and the diagonals of the square >> >>   3 4



1.>  ...>>>  . >>      . > 2 3 4 5 6.



1. <  ... 
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